Are Your Products Prop 65 Compliant?

TOP 10 Compliance Considerations

1. California
   Does the company have any locations in California? Are you doing business in CA, or do you sell directly to customers in CA? Do you sell indirectly into CA through a distributor or downstream customer?

2. Prop 65 Substances
   Do you know which substances are covered by Prop 65? Do you monitor the list for changes? Can you easily compare ingredients for raw materials and products against the list?

3. Warning Requirements
   Do you know if you have Prop 65 substances in your products? Do you have a process for assessing exposures to hazardous substances contained in your products?

4. Prop 65 Responsibilities
   Do you have the in house expertise to determine your required label warnings, exemptions and strategies for compliance?

5. Getting Data from Suppliers
   Do you ask for Prop 65 information from suppliers? Do you look for Prop 65 information on supplier SDSs?

6. Policies
   Do you have a company Prop 65 policy? Do you incorporate Prop 65 requirements into supplier policies or contracts?

7. Managing Data
   Do you have effective record keeping policies that enable you to document the Prop 65 status of your products?

8. Latest Regulatory Requirements
   Do your warning labels reflect the content requirements that went into force August 30, 2018?

9. Customer Relationships
   Are you able to quickly respond to requests from your customers for Prop 65 information related to your products?

10. Compliance Programs
    Is compliance integrated in your company at all relevant levels of management? Do you have an internal training and/or knowledge management system for compliance staff?

Feeling overwhelmed or unprepared? Our team of Prop 65 experts can help you comply.

Whether your organization needs short term project assistance, ongoing services or a long term engagement, we can leverage our industry leading content, regulatory knowledge and products to develop and execute compliance programs designed specifically to meet the needs of your organization. Learn how Verisk 3E can help you achieve compliance.